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unsuspected properties of the space-time framework to which
all our measurements are, and must necessarily be, referred.
This is what Jeans is stating.
page 59. 20. Galileo : Jeans says earlier: * On the evening
of January 7, 1610, a fateful day for the human race, Galileo
Galilei, Professor of Mathematics in the University of Padua-
sat in front of a telescope he had made with his own hands.'
page 60. 2. Bede : The Venerable Bede was a famous
English monkish chronicler, and this simile of human life is
the loveliest prose picture in Old English literature.
15-16.   only knowing . . . . ; from Victoria Sackville-West's
The  Land.
p\ge 61. 19. Ptolemy : the ancient Egyptian, said Lhe earth
was flat and the heavens with the stars inset moved over the
earth as a useful addition.
page 64. 3. treated as distinct : astronomy obviously
depends on and assists mathematics and physics.
page 65. 6. eclipse of 1919 : see Professor Strang's note.
Slosson's ' The Eclipse and Einstein ' in Chats on Science will
give you the history of Lhe expedition.
23-4).   the long littleness of hfe : from Cornford's epigram on
Rupert Brooke at Cambridge:
A young Apollo,  golden-haired,
Stands dreaming on the verge of strife,
Magnificently  unprepared
For the long littleness of Hie.
IX.   ABOUT SODA WATER ; ABOUT KEEPING COOL
page 67. 6. baking-soda: is sodium bicarbonate ; any acid
gives the sodium salt and carbonic acid, which latter is unstable3
and in solution part of it splits up into water and carbon
dioxide gas. Science students will recognize these equations;
Na H.COa+HCl->-Na C1+H2C03 and HaC03-^HaO+C02.
page 69. 15. green leaves: as we say, leaves breathe, and
we are glad to see our trees grow new leaves for the hot
weather, dustless and so easier to breathe with.
page 70.   24.   are  too  weak  individually :  but put  the juice

